
We do the Gifting,
You Get the Glory!

Modern
Curated 
Gifts

CORPORATE GIFTING CATALOG



Who We Are
Our Founder, Fope Nkwocha is deeply inspired by her
colorful Nigerian Roots to curate gifts that vivaciously
celebrate life.

We’re all about celebrating your most cherished
relationships with elevated gifting, packaged to
perfection, with the personal touch of a hand-written
note. 

Work with us to curate gifts that celebrate your business
and personal relationships and open doors for new ones. 

We are located in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.Fope Nkwocha 
Founder, By Fopsy
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Turn a new client into a brand
evangelist with a gift they'll
love and share!

Client Onboarding1

Christmas and New Year
Gifting is not just traditional,
it's great for marketing!

Holiday Gifting2

Giving a gift can open doors;
it gives access to important
people! - Proverbs 18:16

Prospect Gifting3

Conferences, Weddings,
Virtual Events, Book Launches,
e.t.c. We'll handle it.

Event Gifting4

Nothing says "thank you for
your generosity" like giving a
gift of your own.

Donor Gifting5

Recognize and Celebrate
great work with employee
appreciation gifts!

Employee Appreciation6

Gifts that
work for
you
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$70
Merry & Cheer
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$90
Snack Break

$136
Cozy Up

Sample Ready-To Ship Boxes

No Minimum Minimum Order: 10+No Minimum



Gifts
Humanize
Businesses

According to Forbes, corporate
gits generate positive ROI for you,
and facilitate deeper personal
connections.

Work with us to curate gifts that
prioritize quality, and create a
unique unboxing experience.
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Customization
Options
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Add Your Logo

10-50     $4.00/box
51-100    $2.00/box
101+       $1.50/box

Gift Tag + Ribbon
(specific color request available orders of
10+ boxes)

Custom Tag Prices:
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Need 10+ gifts?
You can design
a completely
custom box
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Fully Custom Gift
Boxes
Need 10 or more boxes? We're agile enough
to accommodate custom requests. 

Send us an e-mail to byfopsy@gmail.com to
get started.



What we need from you

Budget per gift
Total quantity needed
(*minimum of 10)
Desired in hand date
Customizations & Specific
requests (color scheme,
gift theme - you can also
leave this to us)
Your Logo in Vector
format

PROJECT DETAILS1

We will send over a
deposit invoice and
once we receive payment
we start ordering
All products and branded
materials.

PAYMENT2

to shipping

Recipient list with shipping
address(es)
*we like to have this in hand
1-2 weeks prior

SHIPPING3
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Fulfillment &
Distribution

2-3 weeks for product sourcing, custom
branding, assembling each gift and preparing
for shipment

$12-$17/gift within Canada

Pricing will vary depending on the quantity
and weight of the gifts + location of shipment

Pricing will vary depending on the quantity
and weight of the gifts + location of shipment

Standard Turnaround Time

Direct To Recipient Shipping

Single Location Shipping

International Shipping

16
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Ready to Book A Discovery Session?

byfopsy@gmail.com

Or Text/ Call 613-700-7702

Let's Talk at


